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Abstract A companion paper (Part I: Toma and Webster
2008), argued that the characteristics of the mean Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) arise from instabilities
associated with the strong cross-equatorial pressure gradient (CEPG) that exists in the eastern Pacific Ocean as a
result of the latitudinal sea-surface temperature (SST)
gradient. Furthermore, it was argued that instabilities of the
mean ITCZ resulted in the in situ development of easterly
waves. Thus, in Part I, it was hypothesized that the mean
and transient state of eastern Pacific convection was due to
local processes and less so to the advection of waves from
the North Atlantic Ocean. To test this hypothesis and, at the
same time, consider others such as a possible role of the
equatorial and subtropical orography in generating local
instabilities, a series of controlled numerical experiments
are designed using the WRF regional model. The domain
of the model was configured to include the western Atlantic
Ocean, the Isthmus of Panama and the eastern Pacific
Ocean to 155W. Lateral boundaries were set at 40N and
40S, thus containing the mountains of Central America,
the Andes and the Sierra Madre of Mexico. In a series of
experiments, analysis products were used as boundary
conditions that were successively updated four times per
day, set as 10-day running average fields or as running
mean monthly fields. Finally, the model was run with
topography essentially eliminated over the land areas.
Although there are differences between the details of the
resultant fields, the location of mean convection and the
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form of the transients remain the same. It is concluded, in
support of the theoretical and diagnostic studies of Part I
that orographic forcing or waves generated in the North
Atlantic Ocean are not the major causes of the mean and
transient nature of disturbances in the eastern Pacific.
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1 Introduction
Diagnostic studies reported in Toma and Webster (2008)
(hereafter Part I) suggest that a large proportion of westward propagating disturbances (i.e., easterly waves) are
generated in situ in the eastern Pacific Ocean as instabilities
of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). The forcing
function of the waves is an ‘‘inertial heating oscillator’’
which is a consequence of inertial instability of the basic
flow set up by a finite cross-equatorial pressure gradient
(CEPG) resulting from the slowly varying latitudinal seasurface temperature (SST) gradient. The frequency of the
oscillator (3–6 days) is set by the inertial frequency of the
latitude of mean maximum convection. Part I follows
earlier studies by Tomas and Webster (1997) and Tomas
et al. (1999).
The conclusions of Part I are supported by the diagnostic
studies of Serra et al. (2008) who showed that most easterly
waves observed in the eastern and central Pacific ocean
form within the ocean basin itself and do not propagate
across the Isthmus from the North Atlantic Ocean. Specifically ‘‘…that while some Pacific easterly waves originate in the Atlantic, most waves appear to form and
strengthen within the Pacific…’’ (Serra et al. 2008: see
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The model is configured with 28 vertical levels with
pressure pt set at 56 hPa and a 56 km horizontal resolution.
The WRF-Single-Moment class-5 microphysics scheme
(Hong et al. 2004) is chosen in addition to the long-wave
radiation parameterization of Mlawer et al. (1997). The
model contains the Dudia (1989) short-wave radiation
scheme, the Monin–Obukhov surface flux calculation
scheme and the YSU boundary layer scheme is used (Noh
et al. 2003). The Betts–Miller–Janjic scheme (Betts and
Miller 1993; Janjic 1994) is chosen for the convective
parameterization.
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2 Model description
Numerical experiments are conducted using the Weather
Research and Forecasting regional model (WRF: version
2.2, Skamarock et al. 2005). The WRF is a fully compressible model and uses high-order advection schemes on
an Arakawa-C grid on a terrain-following hydrostaticpressure vertical coordinate r defined as r ¼ ðph  pht Þ=l.
Here l ¼ phs  pht , where ph is the hydrostatic component
of the pressure and pt and ps represent the values at the top
and surface values, respectively (Laprise 1992). The WRF
incorporates the third-order Runge–Kutta time integration
scheme described by Wicker and Skamarock (2002).
Fig. 1 a Physical domain
(domain with full topography)
40N–40S and 65E–155W
used in all WRF simulations.
Terrain height (contour interval
50 m) used in Experiments 1–4.
b Domain with flat topography.
Terrain height for Experiment 4.
Terrain is leveled at a constant
40 m
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Fig. 2 Variability of the boundary conditions at a point 65W, 15N
and 700 hPa for the meridional and zonal velocity components. Time
series for the four experiments described in Table 1 are shown.
Boundary conditions were applied at all boundary points and all
variables. The first 60 days of the experiments are shown. Data from
ERA-40 reanalysis (Uppala et al. 2005)
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their Fig. 6). Hodges et al. (2003) and Kerns et al. (2008)
found similar results. However, an hypothesis of in situ
development of waves is perhaps contrary to prevailing
theories as discussed extensively in Part I. For example,
Raymond et al. (2006) consider that the eastern Pacific
Ocean is perturbed by the passage of waves generated
remotely in the North Atlantic Ocean, presumably over
West Africa. Other studies (e.g., Farfan and Zehnder 1997;
Zehnder and Gall 1991; Zehnder et al. 1999) suggest that
the high mountains of the Isthmus of Panama and western
Mexico (Fig. 1a) are instrumental in the generation of
disturbances or major perturbing factors of waves that
propagate from the North Atlantic Ocean. Here we test,
through controlled numerical experiments, the relative
importance of easterly waves propagating from the northern Atlantic Ocean versus in situ wave development. Furthermore, experiments are performed that test the
importance of elevated terrain.
The numerical model used in the experiments is
described in Sect. 2. The experimental setup is provided in
Sect. 3 and the results of the experiments are discussed in
Sect. 4. Some conclusions are given in final section.
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Fig. 3 a Mean distribution of the 10-m horizontal surface wind field
(i) days 31–121 of integration (units: m s-1) of Experiment 1, the
control integration, and (ii) the l July–September ERA40 reanalysis
mean for the same period (units: m s-1). The thick black line
represents the mean absolute vorticity g = 0 line at 10 m. WRF
resolution is 56 km compared to 250 km for ERA-40. b Mean
distribution of the precipitation field rate (i) days 31–121 of
integration (units: m s-1) of Experiment 1, the control integration,
and (ii) the mean precipitation rates from GPCP averaged for the
same period (units mm day-1). WRF resolution is 56 km compared to

250 km for GPCP. c Comparison of the (i) simulated mean (days 31–
121) and (ii) the observed long-term mean 1981–2000 for July–
September in the east Pacific Ocean averaged for 120W–90W. In
both panels, shading represents magnitude of meridional wind
component relative to the bar on the right (units: m s-1), solid lines
show horizontal wind divergence (contour interval: 3 9 10-6 s-1,
dotted lines represent negative values) and the g = 0 contour (thick
black line). WRF resolution is 56 km compared to 250 km for ERA40

3 Experimental design

between the cross-equatorial lower tropospheric flow in the
eastern Pacific and easterly waves activity, the modelsimulated basic state needs to reproduce reality with some
fidelity. The results of the control case will be compared
with analyses of observed mean states. Experiment 2 is
identical to the control case except that a 10-day running
average is applied to the boundary conditions. The aim
here is to remove high frequency easterly wave forcing
from the Atlantic Ocean. Experiment 3 uses an extrapolation of the mean monthly boundary conditions further
eliminating variability from boundary forcing. To reduce
the degrees of freedom in Experiment 3, the SST distribution was kept constant for the duration of the experiment. Finally, in Experiment 4 the orographic features are
removed from the lower boundary and are replaced by a

The experimental domain is shown in Fig. 1a and possesses latitudinal boundaries at 40S and 40N and lateral
boundaries at 155W and 65W. Besides the eastern
equatorial Pacific Ocean, these boundaries include the
western North Atlantic Ocean and the mountainous terrain
of Mexico, Central America and western South America.
Several experiments were designed to test hypotheses
put forward in Part I and those postulated elsewhere.
Experiment 1 is the control case where full boundary
conditions are used at domain boundaries. Thus, in
Experiment 1, there exists the potential for high frequency
easterly waves to enter the eastern Pacific Ocean. Since one
of the objectives of this study is to examine the relationship
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Fig. 4 a Time–longitude
diagrams of the mean 925 and
600 hPa meridional wind in the
band 7.5N–12.5N (shading
relative to the bar on the right,
units: m s-1) for days 31–121
between 150W and 65W.
b Same as a, except for the
eastern boundary moved 15
eastward to 50W
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uniform elevation of 40 m overall land areas. The aim of
this experiment is to determine if orography has a major
role in perturbing the eastern Pacific ITCZ.
The ECMWF ERA40 reanalysis data set (Uppala et al.
2005) is used as initial data and boundary conditions in all
simulations. The horizontal resolution of the ERA-40 is
2.5 (downscaled to 1) with 18 levels in the vertical. The
lateral boundary conditions are updated every 6 h at all
levels either with unfiltered data (Experiment 1) or with
various filtering (Experiments 2–4). The SST fields in the
ECMWF ERA-40 dataset are obtained from externally
produced analysis from United Kingdom Meteorological
Office and National Ocean-Atmosphere Agency SST fields
with weekly temporal resolution (Reynolds et al. 2002).
Where necessary, these data are linearly interpolated to
provide six hourly values.
An example of the boundary conditions at one location
on the eastern boundary (65W, 15N) and at one level
(700 hPa) is shown in Fig. 2 for the 60 days of integration.
Similar boundary conditions were used in the 30-day period of spin-up. Experiment 1 expresses the full variability
of the velocity field. Experiment 2 shows a slow
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modulation of the velocity field reflecting the 10-day running average applied at the boundary. Experiments 3 and 4
show a slow modulation from extrapolation between
monthly mean values of 2 and -8 m s-1 for the meridional
and zonal components.
It is important to emphasize that in all cases, the model
is run in ‘‘free-mode’’ without updating the internal domain
with observations. Except for the SST fields, which are
slowly varying, and the initial and lateral boundary condition, all meteorological fields are calculated internally
within the model. All simulations are run for 121 days. The
first 30 days are discarded to allow the model to spin-up.
Given that the motivation for the numerical experiments
is to determine whether or not Pacific easterly waves
develop in situ or propagate westward from the Atlantic
Ocean, it is important to test the sensitivity of the model to
the location of the eastern boundary. To this end, Experiment 1 (the control) is run with the boundary condition
moved 15 of longitude to the east (50W) and the experiment repeated. Also, it is important to reiterate that the
boundary conditions (velocity components, geopotential,
specific humidity, temperature) are set on all boundaries
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Fig. 5 Global wavelet power spectra of meridional wind at two
pressure levels: 925 and 600 hPa 90W; 9N. a Experiment 1 and
b ERA-40 reanalysis

while precipitation is calculated internally within the WRF
model. Also, ‘‘flow through’’ or exponential relaxation at
the boundaries were not an option in the version of the WRF
available to us. Thus, quantities such as precipitation,
dependent sensitively on small variations of divergence,
may possess anomalous values close to the western
boundary. It will be shown that these effects are small and
do not effect the inner domain results and, in any case are
confined to the western boundary that is of lesser interest to
the thrust of this study.

4 Results
4.1 Control simulations
Experiment 1 is initialized at 12Z on June 1st, 2001, with
lateral boundary conditions and initial conditions (geopotential height, winds, temperature, moisture and sea level
pressure) updated every 6 h. Figure 3a shows the WRF
simulated 10 m vector wind magnitude the model simulations averaged from day 31 to 121 (panel i) compared to
ERA40 fields averaged over the same July–September
period (panel ii). The thick black line represents the 10 m

zero absolute vorticity isopleth (g = 0). Although the
overall surface cross-equatorial flow pattern produced by
the model is similar to the reanalysis fields, the magnitude
of the winds is generally stronger in the simulations compared to the climatology probably due to the higher resolution of the WRF model (56 km) compared to ERA-40
(250 km).
Figure 3b shows the distribution of precipitation for
Experiment 1 and the mean July–September GPCP precipitation for the same period. Precipitation estimates from
the long-term mean Global Precipitation Climatology
Project (GPCP: Adler et al. 2003) averaged between 1981
and 2000 for the July–September period are used to depict
the observed fields. Maximum ITCZ convective activity for
both the WRF simulations and observations is located in
the 10–15N latitude band. The smoother observed patterns
again arise from difference in resolution between the
250 km grid of the GPCP versus the 56 km grid of the
WRF simulations.
The mean meridional circulations averaged across the
domain are shown in Fig. 3c. The observed fields are the
same as those shown in Part I (Fig. 4a). There is strong
similarity between the two sections. Both show a deep
circulation with 4–6 m s-1 southerly winds in the lower
troposphere and a strong 8–10 m s-1 return flow in the
upper troposphere. The g = 0 contour bisects the divergence–convergence doublet near the surface. A most
striking aspect of both of the Fig. 3c sections is the existence of the shallow weaker circulation between the surface
and the mid-troposphere with a southward flow of about 2–
3 m s-1 identified by Toma and Webster (2008) and Zhang
et al. (2004). In Part I, we suggested that this shallow
circulation is a signature of an oscillating ITCZ as it cycles
from an unstable to a stable state. The important point is
that the WRF model also produces this shallow circulation
and, as we will see later, the oscillation of the ITCZ itself.
Overall, Experiment 1 produces a mean meridional circulation pattern with characteristics similar to the observed
east Pacific MMC (Fig. 4a, Part I). However, there is a
difference in magnitude between the two meridional circulations that again may be attributable to the lower resolution of the observed fields.
The western boundary condition issue noted in the
previous section can be seen in the precipitation field
[Fig. 3b(i)] at the latitude of the simulated ITCZ at the far
west of the domain. Anomalously high precipitation occurs
at the boundary. However, with experiments repeated (not
shown) with the boundary moved 10 to the west (i.e., to
175W), the precipitation anomaly, still confined to the
boundary, moves westward as well. The internal values of
precipitation are identical in both experiments. Precipitation anomalies along the eastern boundary are discussed
later.
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Table 1 Lateral boundary conditions, SST forcing and topography
schemes used in the four experiments
Boundary
conditions

Sea-surface
temperature

Topography

Experiment 1

6h

6h

Full

Experiment 2

10-day moving
average

Monthly mean

Full

Experiment 3

30-day moving
average

Monthly mean

Full

Experiment 4

30-day moving
average

Monthly mean

Constant 40 m

Figure 4a shows the time–longitude evolution of unfiltered meridional wind (v) averaged between 7.5N and
12.5N at 925 and 600 hPa levels (panels i and ii,
respectively) over the domain for days 31–121. The diagrams show westward propagating disturbances characterized by high frequency oscillations of meridional wind
at both levels. The wavelengths of these disturbances are

(a)

(ii) 600 hPa

(i) 925 hPa

approximately 2,200–2,500 km, with propagation speeds
of 6–7 m s-1 and periods of 3–5 days. In the vicinity of the
Isthmus of Panama at 12.5N, 85–90W, the character of
the migrations changes. Very few westward propagating
disturbances appear to move into the Pacific Ocean from
the Atlantic. The same changes in characteristics are
observed when the eastern boundary is moved 15 eastward
to 50W (Fig. 4b). Whereas the gross nature of the oscillations stay much the same in the Pacific (both cases show
similar wavelength and propagation speeds) there are differences in the details. But, if the waves in the Pacific
Ocean are indeed instability waves, as suggested in Part I,
then one may expect slight differences of when a particular
wave is generated due to the chaotic nature of instability.
But, most importantly, the choice of the location of the
eastern boundary appears to have little impact on the nature
of the regional oscillations in the Pacific Ocean. In addition, the narrow precipitation anomalies along the eastern
boundary also move eastward with the displaced boundary
(not shown).
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Fig. 6 Time–longitude diagrams of meridional wind (shading relative to the bar below figure, units: m s-1) at 925 and 600 hPa for days
31–121 of a Experiment 2: 10-day filtered boundary conditions,
b Experiment 3: monthly filtered boundry conditions and c
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Experiment 4: monthly filtered b.c.s and no topography. Fields are
plotted between 150W and 65W and averaged in the 7.5N–12.5N
band. In each figure, panel i shows the 925 hPa and panel ii 600 hPa
fields
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Fig. 7 Global wavelet power spectra (units: m2 s-2) of meridional
wind at two pressure levels: 925 and 600 hPa for (i) Experiment 2, (ii)
Experiment 3 and (ii) Experiment 4. All spectra are computed at
(90W; 9N)

Finally, Fig. 5 offers a quantification of the period of
the disturbances showing the power spectra of meridional
wind time series (days 31–121) at 925 and 600 hPa, for
Experiment 1 and the corresponding power spectrum from
the ERA-40 data. In both experiments, a large peak in the
4–8 day band is apparent with a strong correspondence
between the observations and the model.

20S
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0

10N

20N

30N

Fig. 8 Characteristics of the mean (days 31–121) simulated meridional circulation in the eastern Pacific Ocean averaged for 100W–
85W for a Experiment 2: v & rV, b Experiment 3: v & rV and c
Experiment 4: v & rV. Meridional wind shown as shading relative
to the bar on the right, (units: m s-1), horizontal wind divergence as
contours (interval: 3 9 10-6 s-1, dotted lines represent negative
values). The heavy black line represents the g = 0 contour

In summary, the control experiment shows many of the
mean characteristics and similar transient behavior noted in
the diagnostics described in detail in Part I. Furthermore,
changing the location of the eastern boundary does not alter
the character of the Pacific disturbances and errors introduced on the western boundary appear to be localized. The
model appears to have sufficient similitude to be used in
the series of process studies listed in Table 1.
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4.2 Idealized numerical experiments
Figure 6a–c shows the time–longitude evolution of unfiltered meridional wind (v) averaged between 7.5N and
12.5N at 925 hPa (left panel) and 600 hPa (right panel)
over the domain for days 31–121 for the experiments
summarized in Table 1. The point of comparison is
Experiment 1 (Fig. 4a or b).
The first aspect of the experiments is that easterly waves
of similar scale and periodicity appear in the Pacific Ocean
irrespective of the eastern boundary conditions. This conclusion is supported by the very similar meridional wind
spectra for each experiment at 100W, 9N for 925 and
600 hPa levels (Fig. 7). A broad high frequency peak in the
4–8 day period band is present in all experiments. The
experiments (not shown) were repeated for the boundary
condition moved to 50W, as in the modified control run
(Fig. 4b), but little difference was found.
Collectively, Experiments 1–3 point to a rather clear
conclusion. The state of transients in the eastern Pacific
Ocean appears to be independent of the variability of the
eastern boundary conditions of the domain. That is, disturbances in the eastern Pacific quite likely arise from in
situ processes. Finally, there appears to be no essential
difference between Experiment 3 and 4 indicating that the
orography of Central America and southern Mexico has
little impact on the generation of disturbances in the eastern Pacific Ocean.
The latitude-height structure of the mean meridional
circulations of Experiments 2–4 is presented in Fig. 8. The
results do not differ significantly from either the observations or the control cases shown in Fig. 3c. Each section
has low-level cross-equatorial flow and a stronger return
flow. In all of the three sections, there is a low-level
divergence doublet bisected by zero absolute vorticity
contour. Also, in each case there is evidence of the shallow
mid-level meridional. In all three instances, the g = 0
contour, from surface to about 500 hPa, is located north of
the equator, suggesting an inertially unstable regime. There
are differences, of course, such as the stronger upper and
lower meridional flow in Experiment 3. But the form of the
circulations is very similar to what is expected of an
inertially unstable regime as described in Part I.

5 Conclusions
In Part I of this study, it was suggested that the location of
mean convection and the higher-frequency variance of the
ITCZ were the result of local dynamical processes. An
important corollary is that the majority of easterly waves in
the Pacific Ocean develop in situ rather than propagate from
the western Atlantic Ocean. Despite a degree of consistency
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between observations and theoretical expectations, the
arguments made in Part I require further substantiation, as
other hypotheses are possible. The propagation of waves
from the Atlantic to the Pacific needs to be revisited. Also, it
has been suggested that the impact of the near-equatorial
mountain ranges of Central America and Southern Mexico
render the eastern Pacific unstable. To test this range of
alternative solutions, a series of experiments were designed
using the WRF regional model. The initial and boundary
conditions were set to include westward propagating disturbances from the Atlantic Ocean, in the first instance
(Experiment 1), and then exclude them in a second instance
(Experiments 2 and 3). Both sets of results, with and
without disturbances at the eastern boundary, provide a
simulation of the basic structure of the ITCZ, oscillations of
a time scale similar to the inertial frequency of the mean
location of ITCZ convection, and the generation of westward propagating waves, again with the same inertial frequency. Finally, the impact of orography was shown to be
minimal. In Experiment 4, where orography is flattened,
there was little difference in the structure of the response
compared to any of the other experiments.
In conclusion, numerical experimentation corroborates
the diagnostic and theoretical conclusions of Toma and
Webster (2008) that local instabilities associated with the
strong CEPG in the eastern Pacific Ocean promote in situ
development of easterly waves. In each of the experiments,
the only common denominator was the strong CEPG.
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